
Participation of Kirov SMU in international events and conferences  

with foreign participants in 2023 

- European Congress on Multiple Sclerosis “ECTRIMS”, Italy 

-   XXII International scientific and practical conference of Russian-speaking 

scientists in Kemerovo "Modern world: nature and man", Kemerovo 

- Kenneth Wright's author's seminar on strabismus management tactics with 

wetlab surgery, Kyrgyzstan 

- Intellectual culture of Belarus: humanitarian security in the context of 

global challenges. The seventh International Scientific Conference, Minsk  

- All-Russian scientific and practical conference "Innovative technologies in 

psychiatry and narcology: diagnosis, treatment, rehabilitation and organization of 

care", Yekaterinburg  

- XXII International scientific and practical conference of Russian-speaking 

scientists in Kemerovo "The Modern world: Nature and man" dedicated to the 

160th anniversary of the birth of Academician V.I. Vernadsky, Kemerovo  

- European Congress on Multiple Sclerosis "ECTRIMS", Italy, Milan 

- Gomel International Congress "Infectious Diseases, Microbiology and 

Immunology", Gomel  

- 77th International Scientific and Practical Conference "Achievements of 

Fundamental, Applied Medicine and Pharmacy", Samarkand 

- XI Congress of the Euro-Asian Society for Infectious Diseases 

- Russian Scientific and Practical conference "Controlled and other socially 

significant infections: diagnosis, treatment and prevention", St. Petersburg  

- XIV All-Russian Annual Congress "Infectious diseases in children: 

diagnosis, treatment and prevention", St. Petersburg  

- X All-Russian interdisciplinary scientific and practical conference with 

international participation "Socially significant and especially dangerous infectious 

diseases", Sochi  

- XXII scientific and practical neuro-ophthalmological conference "Topical 

issues of neuro-ophthalmology. Damage to the visual analyzer: from the retina to 

the visual cortex", Moscow  

- All-Russian scientific and practical conference with international 

participation "Fedorov Readings", Moscow 



- XVII ISSAM International Congress “Hypodynamism as a triggering 

factor of INFLAMAGING: from the pandemic of chronic hypoxia to the pandemic 

of oncology”, Kirov  

- Competition of students' research papers within the framework of the IV 

International Scientific and Practical Conference "Actual problems of socio-

economic development of modern society", Kirov  

- Interdisciplinary interregional scientific and practical conference with 

international participation: "Prevention, treatment and rehabilitation of infectious 

and non-communicable diseases in primary health care", Kirov  

- Interdisciplinary interregional scientific and practical conference with 

international participation: “Clinical recommendations and the organization of an 

integrated approach to patient monitoring”, Kirov  

- All-Russian scientific and practical conference with international 

participation “Child psychiatry in the wake of modern medical and social 

problems”, Kirov 

- II All-Russian Student Scientific and practical conference with 

international participation “Youth for Mental Health”, Kirov  

- IV International Scientific and practical conference “Actual problems of 

socio-economic development of modern society”, Kirov  

- Competition of students' research papers within the framework of the IV 

International Scientific and Practical Conference “Actual problems of socio-

economic development of modern society”, Kirov 


